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“The aim of this network is to support researchers in dealing with 
the complexity of framing and operationalising urban resilience, 
avoiding its mainstreaming metaphorical use”

Thanks to.. 



“Simply building resilience might not always be positive or appropriate.. “ 

“Examples of specific urban resilience building (such as a climate plan, or a compendium of measures 
to face an economic crisis) can lead to increasing
social stratification, lock-in (unsustainable and path dependent) regimes, closing potential windows 
of opportunity for more sustainable, transformational, changes”

Emergence of 
Practical Trade-offs..
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What do we mean when referring to “resilience trade-offs”?

From practical trade-offs to theoretical tensions..

1) Within Urban Resilience: a) approaches   b) principles
2) Between Resilience and other driving principles 



Theoretical Tension 1a - “Resilience Thinking” Approaches and Urban Systems



Adding the Time Factor 

Lock-ins
Path dependancy 
Persistance of Undesired Regimes

Theoretical Tension 1 - “Resilience Thinking” Approaches and Urban Systems



Implementation – L’Aquila (IT)







It is not only and always Italy.. 

Stop calling me RESILIENT

Because every time you say, 

"Oh, they're resilient," that means

you can do something else to me

I am not resilient.

Source: H. Ernstson, 
blog "In Rhizomia“
http://www.rhizomia.net/

http://www.rhizomia.net/
http://www.rhizomia.net/


1a Tension within Resilience Approaches – Trade-offs across temporal and spatial scales 

1b Tension within Resilience Principles

Which are the URBAN resilience principles? 

From where they come from? 





1a Tension within Resilience Approaches – Trade-offs across temporal and spatial scales 

1b Tension within Resilience Principles - Trade-offs across groups and places 



2 Tensions between Resilience 
and others driving principles



How do Resilience Trade-offs contribute to inform policy design for Urban Resilience implementation?

Help in chosing the proper approach by minimizing Trade-offs – guarantee who is benefitting, where

Results

- Resilience is not a positive normative concept – rather a neutral one which need to be politicized (desirability)

- Resilience is anymore just the flip side of vulnerability – the relationship among the two is complex (trade-offs)

- Resilience needs to be managed, not build – deciding which resilience is to be decreased, which increased, how



What are the challenges and future questions need to be addressed?

- Which is the relationship among these facets of UR? 
- How they relate each-others? How they relate to shock and stresses?

- How social infrastructure (community resilience) is able to complement physical ones?

- Does it make sense to talk about “generic resilience”? 
- How we should measure it in the light of resilience trade-offs?
- How to conceive (and compare) resilience city profiles?
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